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Memo From The Board 
Our outreach and education thrust for the past several years
has been “The Naked Plays.” It has been heart warming and
very encouraging to see and to read through the many plays
that have been written by playwrights all across the county,
and submitted to the Lake Edun Foundation for review and
judging. Our budget and constraints of time only allows for
the production of a limited few of the scripts that we receive.
The plays selected for this year are each unique in the way
they present positive body image or the naturalness of
clothes-free living. Each was selected to enhance the image
and ideals of naturism. 
Last year’s plays were ground breaking in the Topeka area.
No other theater group had done anything like “The Naked
Plays” before! The reaction was surprising and a bit astonish-
ing! We received several hundred evaluation forms from
those attending. Only one was negative! Several were neutral
and the largest percentage were positive with their comments
about the plays and actors!
Last fall we scheduled the plays to tentatively be in the
October time frame. Other productions scheduled at the same
time caused a drought of actors. We moved them to this
spring only to have the same drought again! Only this time it
was lead by the production of “The Full Monty!” This play,
of British origin, follows six unemployed steelworkers who
form a striptease act to help ends meet. Each time they are
cheered by the ladies in attendance and urged to show the full
monty.
It is said that imitation is the sincerest form of flattery. It
would seem that the theater companies in the area have done
just that! Seeing the success of Lake Edun Foundation plays
on the first go around has emboldened them to follow suit!
Perhaps they even hope to upstage us!
However perhaps at a closer look it shows how much more
education is needed. Although the plot of “The Full Monty”
shows the plight of these steelworkers who have lost their
jobs and incomes, the use of nudity and suggestive nudity is
in performing striptease. This is probably not something for
adolescent and younger children to view. Rather, the strip-
tease is done to inspire the erotic and places the nude body
form squarely in the equation nudity=sex. This message is
the opposite of what our foundation is trying to promote.
On second thought, what appears as imitation on the outside
is really a form of opposition to what the foundation invested
so heavily in to teach.

Items We Need  
! Tops for trash cans !  Non-motorized boats
! Chipper/shredder we can use about once a month
! Lawn or Lounge Chairs

Work Days And Our Road  
We now have all (or at least most) of the pieces in place to
complete work on the first leg of our new road. If the
weather cooperates and no conflicts present themselves, both
John and Tractor Doug hope to be on hand either (or both) of
the workdays in April. Once they get a road bed completed,
we will be in a position to begin bringing rock for the
surface. 
If you are available, plan to join us for these work days. It is
a wonderful way to renew acquaintances, give a little back to
the place we all love so much and make a tangible difference.
Most Eduners find work days are a surprisingly relaxing
change of pace from their normal routine.

Lounge Chairs 
Several years ago, an alert Eduner discovered a country club
near him was replacing the lounge chairs by their swimming
pool. Being the good samaritan he is, he offered to “carry”
them off and loaded them into his pick-up truck.
These chairs have served Eduners well for a number of years.
However, if they were old when we acquired them, they are
even older now. Time has come to consider replacing them.
Since all country clubs must replace their lawn chairs from
time-to-time, hopefully all Eduners and our friends will keep
alert for another opportunity to help a club dispose of its old
lawn chairs. 
Don’t be shy. If you are a member of a club or become aware
one is about to upgrade its pool side equipment, offer to help
dispose of their old chairs. You’ll be doing them a favor. 

DON’T FORGET 
Activities designated HN are sponsored by Heartland Naturists

Apr 7; Sat; 12-4; Work Day
Apr 7; Sat; 4-6; Board of Directors
Apr 7; Sat; 6-8; Sauna
Apr 14; Sat; 6-8; Sauna
Apr 15; Sun; 12-4; Work Day
Apr 20; Fri; 8-10; HN Swim
Apr 21; Sat; 6-8; Sauna
Apr 21-22; Sat-Sun; Private Party
Apr 28; Sat; 6-8; Sauna
May 4-6; Weekend; End Of Cabin Fever Days
May 5; Sat; World Naked Gardening Day
May 5; Sat; 6-8; Sauna
May 12; Sat; 10-12; Board of Directors
May 12; Sat; 12-4; Work Day
May 12; Sat; 6-8; Sauna
May 18; Fri; 8-10; HN Swim
May 19; Sat; 12-3; Open House
May 19; Sat; 6-8; Sauna
May 20; Mulberry season begins
May 26-28; Memorial Day Weekend



A Simple, Thank You
John S.

The board would like to thank those that have been doing the
sauna, and also Beth who has taken the time to call members
to get together at the sauna and for organizing the pot luck.
Hopefully we shall have many more get 
togethers, and it does not matter where. 
If you have a home that we can gather at or even an event
that we have to be clothed, please leave word at the Barn and
share your ideas, or get hold of one of the board members.
Once again, Thanks Folks.

World Naked Gardening Day 
The promoters of the Third Annual World Naked Garden-
ing Day (WNGD) invite us all to, Get Ready! As the web
site promoting WNGD says, people across the globe are
encouraged, on Saturday, May 5, 2007 to tend their portion
of the world’s garden clothed as nature intended.
Why garden naked these intrepid promoters ask? First of all,
it’s fun! Second only to swimming, gardening is at the top of
the list of family friendly activities people are most ready to
consider doing nude. Moreover, our culture needs to move
toward a healthy sense of both body acceptance and our
relation to the natural environment. Gardening naked is not
only a simple joy, it reminds us – even if only for those few
sun kissed minutes – that we can be honest with who we are
as humans and as part of this planet.
All that’s involved is getting naked and making the world’s
gardens – whatever their size, public or private – healthier
and more attractive. WNGD has no political agenda, nor is it
owned or organized by any one particular group. Naked
individuals and groups are encouraged to adopt the day for
themselves.
Walt Whitman, a poet of a bygone era wrote, “Sweet, sane,
still Nakedness in Nature! – if poor, sick, prurient humanity
in cities might really know you once more! Is not nakedness
then indecent? No, not inherently. It is your thought, your
sophistication, your fear, your respectability that is indecent.
There come moods when these clothes of ours are not only
too irksome to wear, but are themselves indecent. Perhaps
indeed he or she to whom the free exhilarating ecstasy of
nakedness in Nature has never been eligible (and how many
thousands there are!) has not really known what purity is –
nor what faith or art or health really is.” 
Lake Edun is a naturally growing wilderness area rapidly
being engulfed by development. It is a bit of wildness that
shows the beauty of nature and nourishes the soul. There is
something restorative about wandering the trails, and taking
the opportunity for solitude and reflection. There is incredi-
ble beauty to be seen in the passing of geese on our lake, to
share a sunset with friends, or in the early morning to study
the dew jeweled webs spiders have industriously spread
across trails, and if you are very lucky, to see the deer
peacefully feeding.
Lake Edun is a garden that we cherish and are called to
nurture. WNGD is an opportunity for all Eduners to volun-
teer some time and effort to plant, clear, prune, and otherwise
tend the garden. Join us! There’s lot’s to do!

Do We Need Each Other?
Recently, after a short lapse do to administrative errors, I
received the spring copy of “Nude and Natural” published by
the Naturist Society. It is a magazine that I enjoy for its trip
reports and stories of naturist events around the county and
around the globe.
This copy also had enclosed with it forms requesting dona-
tions to NEF, Naturist Education Fund and NAC, Naturist
Action Committee with brief descriptions of both commit-
tee's work in the area of supporting naturist activities. Both
of these groups are sub groups to The Naturist Society, know
to most of us as TNS.
It was TNS that came to our defense here in Kansas when,
several years ago, a bill was proposed to make all nudity a
crime. TNS members came to Topeka and testified in
opposition to the law giving well thought out comments on
the unintended consequence of an ill-conceived piece of
legislation. It was the TNS that supported us with a donation
to help cover the cost of the first production of the “The
Naked Plays”. 
TNS board members have supported the Lake Edun Founda-
tion through many years of conflict and struggle with
personal phone calls and encouragement. Articles have been
published in “Nude and Natural” outlining our trials and
growth here in Kansas. 
Indeed the Lake Edun Foundation has been greatly helped by
our association with TNS.
It is troubling to see printouts from TNS showing less than
20% of LEF members as TNS members! Less than 20%!
Who do we think will help us if TNS were not there? Indeed,
who else has helped us? Shouldn't we at least support those
who support us? Contact Maxine for more information on
TNS membership. Remember when you get or renew a
membership through Lake Edun Foundation with TNS, you
are showing support for those ideals you wish to preserve.

Report On March Work Day 
By: John S.

Well we had a good work day in spite of me being the only
one at the Lake doing any work. So the we was just me and
my chainsaw. I am used to working alone so it was no big
deal and now we (as in others) need to have the brush and
trees cut up more or the use of a wood chipper. 
I worked to expand the camp area to the north where we
hope people will soon be able to drive from the existing
parking area. The area was so thick that even though I
worked for a couple of hours, I could not tell how big an area
I actually cleared. Once the brush is removed, we will see
that the camp area is at least a quarter, or third bigger.
I do this kind of work everyday so I get a lot done, but with
help I know we could accomplish so much more. Anybody
willing to work can contact me any day for an hour or two,
and I can meet them at our wonderful site. 
At our board meeting that was ended with good food, I got
calls on both my cell phone and the barn phone from people
wanting to know if we are open. One individual is planning
to come next week, and the others as soon as it is warmer. 



As for me I shed my clothes after the work I did and laid on
my cot just really enjoying the way the sun felt on my bare
necessities. Everything was wonderful till that sun went into
hiding behind a cloud. Then it was a little cool, but I got a
taste of what I enjoy and long for after all the cold weather
that has passed by our way. At least I hope that’s the last. 
As I write this it is rainy and cool to the South of Topeka.
Mother Nature I feel, is just a teasing me with the taste of
sunshine. Who knows, we could be soon saying it’s too hot.
I hope everyone will let others know we are still open and
enjoying life sans clothing when we can. As for me, I have
invited several people to come look around and see if they
want to become a part of our group. I do enjoy talking to
people almost as much as I like food. 
Please remember we will need a care taker. If you know of
someone that might like working at Lake Edun please tell
them to call the barn and leave a message soon.

Naturist or Nudist? A Conversation
Here is an exchange between two people from an Internet
discussion board. The discussion is about the age old
question of the distinction between a nudist and a naturist. At
this point, I don’t know if it really matters to most people.
However, the points made by the two writers are interesting
and worthy of being passed on. Perhaps some readers would
like to put in your two cents worth on this topic. [Ed.]
I’ve always liked the joke that “A nudist likes to go around
naked, whereas a naturist likes to go around naked, and give
lectures.” 
To say one is a nudist is just to say that one likes to be
without clothes. To be a “naturist” implies to me that there’s
a philosophy behind it; that we’ve thought about what nudity
means to us, and how it’s more than just a question of being
naked. We might be thinking about our relationship to the
world, about contact with the environment, about the vulner-
ability of a bare human body. Unlike most other animals, we
don’t even have much fur to protect us! 
And on the topic of vulnerability, when we’re nude we open
ourselves up to other people. What I’ve sometimes said is
that when we shake hands with another person, we’re
showing that we’re willing to step close and risk an attack,
and we’re proving that we haven’t got a weapon in our hand.
We’re not afraid to look into the other one’s face, and be
looked at as well, and to touch the other one’s skin and be
touched. And I’d say being naked has some aspects of that
same concept, only more so. 
We show the most “private”, and physically fragile, areas of
the body, and we’re simultaneously dropping our protection
and making it impossible to conceal any weapon. It implies
an increased level of trust, a promise that I won’t hurt you,
and I’m certain that you won’t hurt me.
Now of course all this is based on our experience of wearing
clothes, and occasionally taking them off. If we were nude all
the time, I’m sure everything I’ve said would become
reduced in importance.
There are records of tribesmen going naked into battle with
rivals. If they were used to being naked, they probably didn’t

feel particularly vulnerable. For us, though, it’s essentially
impossible to become completely used to being naked. 
I wonder what it would be like if all our human interactions
took place without a barrier of clothing separating us, and
we’d reached the point where we didn’t miss it. Would social
life be different?
“Rousland Sorokine” wrote: Even nudism is beneficial
though, yet many can’t really explain why. I would like to
try to explain why I consider myself to be a nudist and what
I believe are the benefits. This is only my opinion I know not
everyone will agree with me.
I believe that a naturist is a person who believes there are
health and well being issues to be achieved from exposing
their bodies to nature, (the sun, wind and water, etc.).
Naturism is a behavior like Yoga and may be practiced
anywhere and anytime to satisfy a naturists need to be naked.
Therefore, being at a designated nude venue such as a nudist
resort or CO beach or simply in nature is well enough. 
A nudist is a person who feels that the human body is
beautiful and not to be ashamed of, or hidden, or feared, and
that nakedness alone is not sexual. A nudist feels that society
will benefit from ridding itself of its phobia’s and obsessions
about the naked body and learn to appreciate one another for
who we are regardless of how we look or dress, (body
acceptance). When we can do this we discover that all people
are beautiful. For a nudist, nakedness is a form of expression.
A nudist needs to be able to be naked anywhere at anytime.
We view nudity a right that is being oppressed, I think most
people who call themselves either a nudist or a naturist is
actually a little of both.

Annual Naked Party At Bowdoin University
Something unusual is going on at Bowdoin University in
Maine. Students organized a naked party in the spring of
2004. How did such an outrageous thing get started?
“Basically, it started with us waking up one morning and
deciding not to wear clothes,” stated one of the two students
who started the naked party tradition. “But, we couldn’t
really leave the apartment without clothes on. So, we
thought, ‘Why don’t we just invite our friends over?’”
At the inaugural naked party only 12 people came. Now, the
annual event thrives, with attendance having reached almost
80 people at the best attended party. The party grew because
of curiosity. Students heard the party talked about enough
that they were convinced they had to make it to the next one.
At the annual naked party held on November 11, party goers
who were questioned agreed that after the initial five min-
utes, the nakedness was no longer awkward. Their explana-
tion for this was it helped that everyone disrobed before
entering the party, and because there is an acceptance of
everyone’s nakedness, regardless of body type. 
One of the original naked party founders observed that, “I
think a lot of people feel much more comfortable with and
confident about their bodies, and feel very liberated after
attending a naked party.” She added that the core is accept-
ing newcomers and all body types, embracing the diversity
of the bodies walking through the door.



Why Is It So?
By: Justin Morgan

A recent thread on a naturist e-mail list caught my attention.
The writer was a gentleman I have had several long conver-
sations with over the past years. Recently he and his family
moved from California to the state of Washington. With the
move came a whole new set of associations at work, school,
church and neighborhood. It also meant finding a new place
to be natural.
“Nude and Natural” has had many articles concerning the
state of naturism in this part of the country. Personally it
looks a lot more Utopian than what Lake Edun Foundation
has had to endure for the past years since LEF became
known in the community. So I was surprised when this
Internet friend, Paul, began his comments with the difficul-
ties of being a naturist in Washington.
His comments outlined what he thought was an interesting
state of disassociation in his circle of naturist contacts. He
has the wonderful problem of having two swims each month
that he can attend! One sponsored by S.L.U.G.S and the
other sponsored by TNS. He and his family are also members
at one of the naturist resorts in the Seattle area. The family
also enjoys going to the nude beach.
Paul and his family have now been in the Seattle area for two
years. This is what he has noticed. I think it is instructional
for members at LEF also.
Those who attend the SLUGS swims, with rare exception, do
not attend the TNS swims. Those who belong to his naturist
resort rarely attend either swim. His friends from the beach
are almost never in attendance at any of the other activities!
Why is this so? 
Paul surmised that those at the beach probably do not want
to pay for the privilege of going naked! He has been told that
to be naked is a natural right and having to pay for a place
just is not right! No contention here! However, those who
attend the pay venues seem to think that because they have
made the sacrifice to pay for a special place, they have done
their part to support naturism and need not support the other
activities. Would that it were so.
The result of this circular thinking is that the groups tend to
be looking only in the direction they want to go and not in
directions that would unite naturism with regard to furthering
naturist causes with local governments, communities, and the
press. These groups then appear from the outside to be
anemic, small and self serving, more an annoyance than an
idea to be addressed. 
At least in Washington state, with the leadership of Mark
Storey and others devoted to the cause, some steps, even
significant steps have been taken. However, the question
remains, how far could they go if united?
But what of here in Kansas? I overheard several board
members at Lake Edun talking about a very similar response
toward our special place. Our friends at another club ap-
peared not to care what became of Lake Edun. Balancing
this, we do appreciate having some connection with members
from “The Heartland Naturists.” The question to be consid-

ered by naturists/nudists in general is, do we appear fractured
and weak to outsiders looking in? Why is it so?
Before coming to Lake Edun I thought nudists were only in
California, Florida and New York! Imagine my shock to find
a place in my own back yard! How far could we go if we
would at least support each other’s organizations vocally,
and if so, how much further could we advance naturism in
the Midwest?
My friend Paul has wondered in posts on the e-mail list what
the state of naturism would be if all the groups pulled
together in Seattle? He also wonders what the future will
hold for the wider acceptance of naturism. 
Our national history is full of instances of injustice that
existed for years until those who felt they were being
oppressed took a stand and organized. As the groups orga-
nized and different parts of the country joined in with the
whole, changes were made. The unified voices rose in
volume until those in Washington heard and introduced
changes that legally became binding. 
I think this was the hope of the founders of the naturist
movement in the United States. TNS and AANR have been
in the vanguard of this organized front for naturism. Yet the
groups themselves tend to remain aloof from each other. The
LEF experience has shown that none of our naturist neigh-
bors have pitched in to help with any kind of support. This
indifference makes it appear, at least on the surface, that the
other clubs are unconcerned with our future, as if has nothing
to do with them. When in fact, what it will do is reduce the
number of places where we can be free and make the
naturist/nudist movement as a whole weaker.
I now want to turn to a related concern regarding the future
of naturism raised by my conversations with other naturists.
Let’s add in some information that is alarming to me, and
should be of concern to all friends of naturism. It goes hand
in hand with the whole discussion of strengthening naturism
now and for the future. 
The average age of LEF members is 55 plus. Where are the
younger members? Where are the families? What does this
demographic say about where we are going? This has long
been a discussion on naturist websites and not just a few
articles have been written on the graying of naturism.
Obviously if the age continues to increase the question
answers itself.
I would suppose that by this time in the naturist history, we
would be seeing second and third generation naturists.
Children of those early pioneers would now be taking the
reins and their children would be getting ready for their time
of leadership. A continuum would be forming. But where is
the next generation of leaders?
Another couple I communicate with is raising their children
with naturist ideals. Since they are now approaching those
dreaded teenage years I asked them the following question:
Kathy, have you had time to talk further with your kids about
family naturist feelings and attitudes?



She replied, “Justin, interestingly, I did broach the subject
with our very confident, brilliant, gentle, yet opinionated 11
year old son the next evening. Alan was in the room too, but
mostly I lead the conversation. I think that both Alan and I
were flummoxed! Perhaps we simply didn’t approach it in a
way he could truly understand, I don’t know. 
“Anyway, basically, he had very little understanding of what
I was even talking about. It seemed like he couldn’t truly
grasp why it would be such a big issue. I was trying not to
lead him, but he just didn’t seem to comprehend the nuances
of what I was saying/asking. It was very interesting.
“We’ve talked in the past about raising our family without
shame, and he seems to completely understand that, but to
ask very specifically about our naturist practice and compare
that to how it “could be otherwise” was difficult for him to
comprehend. 
“The naturist attitude is simply who our children are. They
aren’t experienced enough in life to be able to empathize yet
with the way the rest of society tends to see things.
“It was an interesting conversation to say the least. I think it
really ended up being more about informing him of the
‘bigger picture’ of how being raised as naturists can affect
their lives as adults for the positive. 
“He mostly asked questions about what I was saying. I did
end up explaining many of the positive benefits that we as a
family will/can enjoy. For instance, I explained that we don’t
have ‘no potty talk’ rules, (meaning that children don’t have
to feel they can’t ask questions about bodies or body parts).
Also, we don’t encourage keeping secrets in our home,
(which can protect younger children if someone should ever
try to abuse them and tell them that it’s a secret).
“Our children are very emotionally close. They are independ-
ent, but the relationship between them is quite extraordinary.
I think I’ve mentioned it before, but just in case: both our
children have lovely rooms that we remodeled for them when
we bought our home. Yet, our daughter chooses to sleep in
her brother’s room in the bunk beds so they can be closer. 
“When I mentioned that if we weren’t naturists this would
very likely not be the case, the both of them were horrified
and couldn’t understand why. We tried to explain that the
openness and acceptance they enjoy as naturists flows into
other aspects of their lives. They truly are best friends – we
all are within our family. 
“I suppose the one thing, (that made Alan laugh) that I recall
specifically was that I asked our son: ‘Do you ever
wonder what it would be like if you were raised like other
kids?’ His response: ‘Why would I want to shoot myself in
the foot?’ ”
Kathy, (who is glad her son is happy in his home) added, “I
think this was a wonderful exchange between us and the
kids. However, one realization popped out to me. The
children did not at this point in life understand completely
the benefit of living clothes free.”
After considering what Kathy had to say, it occurred to me
that this family lives much as many naturists live today. They
live in the suburbs. They go to school, church and shop in the

same community as all the other people do. They do not live
in a naturist community. I had thought the differences would
be blatantly obvious to them. Yet, the son seemed only, at the
end, to suggest that he had noticed any difference in lifestyle
from his peers when he said, “Why would I want to shoot
myself in the foot?” 
Despite being raised in a naturist home, it seemed that
Kathy’s son did not to understand the clothes-free aspect of
his life being part of that bigger picture. In other words, his
family was different because his family was different. Like
his friend Danny’s family is different just because they are a
different family! Naturism was taken for granted. It wasn’t a
cause for him. 
I remember early on in my own “naturist discovery,” I was
VERY fixated on the idea of having a, (presumably on-line
– and it was) chat with someone who was raised as a naturist.
I REALLY WANTED their perspective and expected it to be
INCREDIBLY enlightening, if not virtually earth-shattering.
When the opportunity finally arrived and I actually had the
chat, I left the chat absolutely confounded, because I kept
firing off questions and the poor guy didn’t even have
answers. It finally dawned on me that HE had absolutely NO
PERSPECTIVE for MY questions. We practically couldn’t
even effectively communicate about the ideas that I had so
very much wanted answered and thought someone in his
position could so profoundly enlighten me on.
Incidentally, I’ve also, (since) at various times observed
something else. Because “second generation naturists”
oftentimes grow up “taking it for granted,” many of them
leave it, because they just can’t “see the big deal!”
Perhaps we think that if we just demonstrate naturism to our
kids, they will understand that we do it because of all the
ideals we personally live by. Yet it might well be the case
that in fact they do not understand and file this “difference”
within their family as being, “no big deal.” 
For sure, the generation that is growing up now will not
simply continue as naturists just because we do it, or their
grandparents do it. They will want to know why. And if the
why is not sufficient, they will leave for other lifestyles.
I’m no scholar, and I’m not trying to convert the converted.
However, I am trying to bring to everyone’s attention two
items which, if we do not address them, will prove to be a
great hindrance to the forward movement of naturism.
First, we need to be friends and supporters of our own cause.
We need to belong to a national organization so when they
speak on our behalf in our town, or state, or in Washington,
DC, we have a voice advocating for our interests. We need
to put our money where our desires are, in causes that further
the life choice we have all embraced.
Secondly, while we recognize that naturism isn’t a panacea
for all problems, we need to make sure that our naturist ideals
are understood correctly in our homes and in the community.
Our children and grandchildren need to know that naturism
isn’t simply another superficial recreational choice. Most
importantly, they need to be taught the truth about the
inherent goodness and wholesomeness of the human body. 
This belief is central to being a naturist, but is vehemently



opposed by a society that confuses lewd sexuality with
merely being nude. The price of this blind confusion is
numerous unintended consequences and much suffering.
Thus, the naturist perspective needs to be a big deal in our
children’s lives! It is the kind of big deal that helps give
balance to their lives and to our society as a whole.
I will leave the writing of research to others. It’s good to
have and to read. But, pointing to someone else’s research as
a reason for my personal belief will do little. It must vibrate
within me. It must show in how I live and act. We must
remember that the, “Why is it so?” question is best answered
this way – “Because I let it be so.”
[Justin Morgan is a friend of Lake Edun that comes by from
time to time to share his observations with us. Ed.]

Dutch Gym to Introduce ‘Naked Sunday’
Self-conscious about what you wear while working
out? A Dutch gym plans to introduce “Naked Sunday” for
people who like to huff and puff in the buff.
The owner of Fitworld gym in the town of Heteren, said he
got the idea in part from two of his customers who are avid
nudists.
“I heard that some other gyms are offering courses on ‘pole-
dancing’ as a sport, so I thought: Why not bring something
new to the market?” de Man said.

He said the response had been overwhelming, positive and
negative.
The 70,000-member Dutch Federation of Naturists was
curious to see if Fitworld’s plan would work, a spokesman
said.
“We recently conducted a large survey among our members,
and most prefer to exercise with their clothes on,” he said.
“The most popular activities (for nudists) are things you do
outdoors, like walking on the beach, or swimming in a lake,
or maybe gardening.”
The first question Fitworld customers were asking was
whether it would be sanitary.
Nude exercisers would be required to put towels down on
weight machines and to use disposable seat covers while
riding bikes. All machines would be cleaned and disinfected
afterward. “We clean them every day anyway,” he said.
The first “Naked Sunday” was scheduled for March 4.
“The best thing to do would be to designate everywhere as
clothing optional, and we could leave little fenced in areas
for the prudes to prance around in. Call them ‘Prudist
Camps’. They could peer out of their fences and indulge in
their offensive "I'm offended" behavior whenever they saw a
natural person walk by, without bothering the rest of us.” –
Anonymous 
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Membership Application
Change of Address Form

Please Print

Name: First   MI          Last 

Address: 

City: State    Zip 

Phone:            DOB   E-mail Address 
All information provided is strictly confidential. If you are joining as
a couple, include names for both people. If you are a couple not living
together, make a copy of this form for the other individual. (NB: To
promote gender diversity, a couple is defined as one male and one
female.) Those willing to assist with upkeep a minimum of 10 hours

per year may deduct $50. One subscription to our newsletter Bare
Facts is included with membership. A subscription only to Bare Facts
is available for $20.00. New members will receive a Waiver and
Release which must be completed before membership is finalized.
Visitation restrictions apply to Associate Membership.

Membership Fees: Single Couple Amount
Lake Edun Foundation Membership 275.00 350.00
Associate Member (Over 125 miles away) 175.00 250.00
Working Membership (Discount) (50.00) (50.00)
Separate Mailing Address for members 12.00
No Sex, No Violence ... Only Nudity Naked Plays – DVD 25.00
Lake Edun Exposed – Video 35.00
Lake Edun Exposed – DVD 50.00
Naturist Society Membership 53.00
Subscription to Bare Facts only 20.00
Tax Deductible Donation - Improve our Educational Program
Tax Deductible Donation - Legal Defense Fund
   Total Enclosed - Check, Money Order, or Credit Card

Please charge my G Visa; G MasterCard #  Exp.      /      $              
Note: There is a $30 charge for any checks returned unpaid for any reason.


